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Abstract 

Greklands finansiella kris som bröt ut 2009 i efterdyningarna av den globala finansiella krisen 

blev startskottet för ett intensivt politiskt räddningsarbete inom EU för att försöka bevara 

den monetära unionens fortsatta existens. I det mest akuta skedet var många aktörer 

inblandade och krisanteringen blev många gånger ad hoc-artad och fylld av spänningar 

mellan olika preferenser. Relativt snabbt framträdde ett mindre antal ledare som givna i 

krishanteringen – Tysklands och Frankrikes ledare, liksom ledare för EU-institutioner och 

samarbetspartners som IMF. Den här uppsatsen prövar förklaringsvärdet i två skilda 

teoretiska infallsvinklar på EU:s hantering av Greklandskrisen; den ena med fokus på 

Eurosamarbetets inneboende brister som gör att krishanteringen reproducerar samma 

ekonomiska ideologi som ju visat sig vara så bristfällig. Den andra infallsvinkel lägger 

tonvikten på Tysklands roll som dominerande EU-land. Även om händelseutvecklingen under 

Eurokrisen är ytterst sammansatt och komplex, pekar denna uppsats på ett företräde för den 

första av de två teorierna, dvs att hanteringen av Euro- och Greklandskrisen hänger ihop och 

drivs av ordo-liberala ideer om såväl ekonomisk politik som utformningen av stödjande 

samhällsinstitutioner. 
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Introduction 

At the very final days of writing this thesis, the EU member states have agreed on a fourth round of 
bail out loans to Greece. It is however not possible to investigate the preludes and aftermaths of this 
decision inside this work. The thesis concentrates on the first three bail outs to Greece. 

------- 

Contrary to what many might have believed European integration has, especially in institutional 

terms, been strengthened since the outbreak of the Euro crisis in 2009 (Niemann & Ionnau 2015; 

Schimmelfennig 2015; Tortula 2015). Several institutional solutions have seen the light of the day 

during the crisis in order to meet the challenges with over indebted member states and a feared 

collapse of the Monetary Union (Issing 2011; Tortula 2015). Some of the established institutions are 

intergovernmental solutions like the rescue funding initiatives, while others are institutionalized and 

embraced in the legal structure of EU, such as budgetary and banking regulations, and enforced 

member states surveillance in order to harmonize fiscal and economic policies within the union. 

At the same time the public opinion among European citizens in favor of European integration has 

declined precariously (Kuhn & Stoeckel 2014). The slowdown of the economy and austerity measures 

in many member states, besides increased unemployment figures and harsher economic conditions 

for households have generated growing anti-European movements which in many cases are both 

nationalistic and xenophobic. Some of the most affected member states have even experienced the 

return of Nazi parties, now taking seats in the national parliament (Chrysoloras 2013; Ryner 2015). 

EU was from the first sneaking indications of the crisis not sufficiently prepared, or of the opinion 

that efforts required was not of a severe kind, Europe thought frankly that it would and could avoid 

the worst effects of the global financial crisis that had started in the US the year before (Nilsson 

2012). Seven years later it is fair to say that almost nothing but that could have been more wrong. 

Euro crisis management has been on top of the political agenda non-stop since 2011 and has perhaps 

just begun to fade some in intensity the last year due to the even more devastating crisis in Syria and 

the wave of refugees heading for Europe 

The EU have subsequently been forced to deal with something that it have no preparation for, 

experience of or competence in – namely at same time balance various member interests while 

solving sovereign debts (Seitz and Jost 2012) threatening the entire monetary union, by many seen as 

the core phase of integration in the EU.  

Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel expressed her commitment to the serious situation in the German 

Bundestag 2010: “The euro, which together with the single market is the foundation for growth and 

prosperity– also in Germany – is in danger. If we don’t deal with this danger, then the consequences 
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in Europe are incalculable, and the consequences beyond Europe are incalculable too… because if 

the euro fails, then Europe fails. But if we do deal with this danger, the euro and Europe will be 

stronger than before” (Issing 2011). 

Crisis management was after Merkels speech prioritized on highest EU-level. Greece was the most 

acute problem to manage; with increasing sovereign debt figures of 170% of GDP (Eurostat 2015) 

Greece government were excluded from international credit markets and hence illiquid of making 

daily public payments. And other states risked the same situation (Nelson, Belkin & Mix 2011). 

With no proprietary financial tools responding to the debt crisis, the EU had to solve several tasks; 

collectively race rescue funding’s among solvent member states, calm anxiety on the financial 

markets  and mute speculative attacks from on the Euro – and not least, imposing measures on 

debtor countries lending from the rescue funds. Despite broad protests on huge democratic deficits, 

socio-economic sufferings and absence of results, these austerity measures remains ever since. 

Purpose of this study and research questions 

The purpose of this study is to examine two different explanations on the Euro crisis management 

and the ensuing Greek austerities – one in which the ideological foundations of the EU inevitably 

reinforces this outcome, and another where Germany is the protagonist dictating the events. This 

examination will be based on two separate theoretical approaches; critical political economy and 

power-based institutionalism. The study aims to scrutinize the following core questions: 

What are the drivers of European integration that has pushed or pulled the management of Euro 

crisis and hence Greece in to its present situation of long-term unsuccessful austerity measures? 

How useful are two modern theoretical versions of European integration; ordo-liberal policy 

dominance in the view of critical political economy, and German hegemony interpreted by power-

based institutionalism, - in explaining these developments and the outcomes of the austerity 

measures thus far? 

 

In order to collect sufficient data answering the core questions, the following specified question will 

be used on the empirical material: 

 For what reasons, at which timing and in which policy-context have EU-decided austerity 

measures been imposed on Greece? 

This will basically be done by cross-examining the crisis in terms of: What? When? and by 

Whom? 
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Contemporary studies of the Euro crisis in selection 

There are numerous of analysis, academic studies and comprehensive research conducted on the 

Euro crisis. Beyond the pure economic perspectives, scholars from various scientific fields have 

scrutinized the events and tried to figure out explanations and consequences of the crisis, including 

sociologists, political scientists, judicial and constitutional expert’s etcetera. Just to mention a 

selection of the wide flora of Euro crisis research, this section highlights ten academic works in the 

twilight of economy, politics and law, subjects important to grasp the crisis. The thesis will further on 

elaborate the two schools of integration theories in particular. 

In the aftermaths of Euro crisis there is, roughly uttered, unity among most academic scholars that 

two leading economic ideals put against each other explains the incompatibleness of north and south 

in the European economy. The doctrine of Ordo-liberalism, as a description of a strict wage-

constraining, high productivity and an inflation preventing monetary policy, mainly adopted in the 

northern Euro countries, fits poorly with credit-based growth and consumption economies in the 

south. Femke and van Esch (2014) for instance, explore these economic preferences among leaders 

in the core countries of the EU, France and Germany and describe it as a rattle between Keynesian or 

Ordo-liberal beliefs and recipes. 

Many of the academic reports thus focus the maladjusted institutional and structural settings of the 

European Union and the EMU in order to understand the crisis. Seccareccia and Correa (2015) for 

example, draw the lines back to Karl Polyanis work on the European collapse under the great 

depression. The coordinative behavior at each of the European countries gets more important when 

the construction of state-less or supranational money is manifested. The crisis followed by austerities 

is to be seen as a permanent feature which will not be changed before significant institutional 

changes are put in place. Amy Verdun (2015) uses Historical Institutionalism to explain the political 

responses in the crisis. The multitude of reforms such as the rescue funds, the fiscal compact, the so 

called six and two-pack are examined and turned out to be inadequate, some of them have just been 

put on top of already existing institutions. Integration forces and the strengthening of integrative 

structures is analyzed by Domenico Tortola (2015) who sees the future of an enforced federal union 

and federalist ideas in order to tackle the challenges and create a desirable future union, which in 

turn depends on an effective European leadership and a favorable international environment. 

Schimmelfennig (2015) who will be elaborated later in this paper adds to institutional debate a post-

functional approach. He highlights the major steps of technocratic supranational integration that has 

been taken and Schimmelfenning see this as path-dependency, endogenous preference change and 

spill-over, hence a neo-functionalist tradition. 
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Another field of studies focuses on the Euro crisis debate and the anti-EU opinion that it seems to 

generate. Brigid Laffan (2015) decodes the political understanding of the crisis and the cleavage it 

produced between creditor and debtor states, likewise between the core of Europe and the 

periphery. Kuhn and Stoeckel (2014) pinpoint the same theme, and states that the presence of 

supranational in economic sphere seems to threaten national identities, especially in countries with 

economic trouble. Wodak and Angouri (2014) bring the research in to media coverage and the 

everyday talk of the crisis. Both solutions and blame-discussion were present and the emphasis on 

culprits has been one of the main topics in ever since. 

From a macro-economic policy approach a wide range of academic contributions has been published. 

The German economist Hans-Werner Sinn (2015) has been very active and on top of several articles 

and contributions in other publications he has delivered a book covering the entire crisis. Like many 

colleagues in the economic realm Sinn sees the dysfunctionality of the European Monetary zone but 

states that there are other interpretations to be done on the development than simply an over-

concentration of credits in south Europe. The Nordic countries, Germany in particular, has through 

outflow of capital delayed necessary investments in industry and society. 

Siems and Schneider (2014), however propose ordo-liberal understanding of as well as solutions to 

the crisis. A stronger positive role for the state(-s) was a founding stone in ordo-liberalist childhood – 

and should according to the authors be so today; “different kinds of regulation, not more regulation” 

(2014:279) creating frameworks for competition in order to take advantage of the gains. An ordo-

liberal policy contains comprehensive social welfare structures but do at the same time keep control 

of policies towards the market. An independent central bank is not an ordo-liberal solution, neither 

bailing-out of banks; rather ordo-liberals prefer ex-ante conditions as transparency, surveillance and 

supervision. Siems and Schneider conclude their article saying:  

Beyond the current crisis, the analysis of the ordo-liberal theory of regulation provides us with insights that help solving 

the “freer markets, more rules” puzzle often referred to in the area of regulation studies. From an ordo-liberal theory of 

regulation, this empirical phenomenon does not seem paradoxical as long as the regulation in question is market 

conforming. The regulatory infrastructure of the market order has always been an integral part of ordo-liberalism. 

Braithwaite (2005, 10) quotes Friedman’s statement according to which he realized from the experience of the 1990s 

that the rule of law was probably more fundamental to a liberal economy than privatization. Braithwaite takes this 

return to the institutional underpinnings of the liberal market order as a sign of the end of neoliberalism. But we would 

suggest that it could equally be interpreted as the return to its foundations as they were first formulated during the 

Lippmann Colloquium in 1938 and kept alive in the ordo-liberal principles discussed in this article (Siems and Schneider 

2014:392). 
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Theoretical section: Grand theories of European integration 

In order to place the development of Euro-crisis and Greek austerities in an explanatory context, this 

thesis uses two theoretical frameworks of European integration with two different perceptions of the 

drivers of integration. The main point is however to embark in two relatively new theoretical 

understandings applied on- not only the events that led to, but also the political management 

performed - in this modern “Greek Drama”.  

Let’s start up with THE two grand theories that steered scientific understanding of European 

integration during latter half of 20th century. These two helps us comprehend the modern theories 

used later in this study, even better. 

Drivers of European integration: Spillover-effects versus bargaining in 

between governments  

For many, Haas (1968) and Moravcsik (1998) are founding fathers of the two main theoretical 

disciplines of European integration, Neo-functionalism (NF) and Liberal intergovernmentalism (LI). 

Haas work, first published in his book The uniting of Europe it was for long the main theory of 

European integration. The functionalist-school was introduced in the early days of European 

cooperation focusing  the events of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) , Haas found out 

that the nature of integration runs through spill-over from political initiatives in one sector that 

eventually makes subsequent initiatives needed in other sectors; i.e. expansive logic of sector 

integration. Hence Haas visualized “The unintended consequences of integration, once launched, 

would be self-reinforcing” (Moravcsik 1998:23) but also stated that the integration actions taken had 

to balance several interests: “Measures undertaken in the integrated sector must tend towards 

perfection of that sector but not hinder the realization of the free market later” (Haas 1968:285). 

Subsequently and not surprisingly, NF has been accused of being more of a strategy than a 

descriptive theory of European integration (idedebate.org 24 nov 2015). Hence the NF does not 

provide, at least not to the same extent, explanations when non-integrative steps or even time of 

segregation occurs. Haas revised his theory after “empty chair crisis of de Gaulle in 1966 and was 

hereafter named “neo” –functionalism. 

The main alternative approach, chiefly advocated by Hoffman (1966) in opposition to NF spillover 

ideas, was Intergovernmentalism. In a slightly reversed version Moravcsik (1998) introduced an 

alternative comprehensive theoretical framework of European integration. When publishing his work 

Choice for Europe he sat ground for the Liberal Intergovernmentalist (LI) school. The LI version of 

European integration theory grew strong rapidly during the 90:ies and was based on a neoliberal 
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perception (not to be interpreted in neoliberal/ordoliberal economic terms) of international 

interdependency among governments and a realist view on the state preferences (Schimmelfennig 

2015:178). The core argument in Moravcsiks approach is that through disaggregation of negotiations 

in different political fields of European integration one will find theoretical explanations concerning; 

the national preference formation, the interstate bargaining process and the concluding institutional 

solution on the matter (Moravcsik 1998:19). This is Moravcsik’s so called ‘tri-partit-sequence’ needed 

to explain the complexity of (European)integration process and he notes that: “No assumption of 

conflictual convergent preferences would capture the subtle varied preferences of government 

concerning trade, agriculture, money, and other issues…” (Moravcsik 1998:21). 

LI has been criticized for just enabling snapshot analysis of long-term integration process and 

therefore lacking explanatory impetus to the endogeneity of the integration (Schimmelfennig 

(2015:178). The most severe criticism of LI has probably been its reluctance to view ‘high politics’ 

that relates to its prosperity and wealth, as something negotiable for individual state in the 

integration process. A pure LI explanation would therefore serve to catch the components of 

occasional integration initiatives/events, but lacks explanatory value on long-term processes in core 

issues. 

Spillover effects in times of Euro crisis 

The spillover logic is vital as one of two main drivers of integration in this study. Researchers have 

tested the relevance of “pure” NF approach when explaining Euro crisis management (Niemann and 

Ioannou 2015),  this thesis will briefly look in to this before focusing the first explanation of the study; 

the view of ordo-liberal failure in critical political economy. 

Niemann and Ioannou take advantage of Haas theories to understand and explain the management 

of the crisis. They find that Haas spillover models very well can be explanatory in the current 

development of the Euro-crisis management, especially focusing the initiatives taken and their 

motives. Niemann and Ioannou recalls that in the concept of spillover integration should been seen 

as a process characterized by multiple, diverse and changing actors who build transnational 

networks. The integration process contains incremental decision-making rather than grand designs 

where adjustments are driven by unintended consequences of previous decisions; this in turn 

depends on imperfect knowledge and the pressure from dead-lines. (2015:197).  

Niemann and Ioannou find empirical proof for functional, political and cultural spillover all through 

the practical management of the Euro crisis. Although caveats was raised in front of and during the 

construction of the EMU – the spillover argumentation became relatively quickly the dominant 
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political discourse in the public political debate on the crises management, this was a fact for all 

member-government and institutions of the European Union. (2015:204) Voices unthinkable before 

crisis did after the eruption express the need of stronger coordination of fiscal and financial policies 

among the Euro-countries . Some of these suggestions were eventually realized. Niemann and 

Ioannou notes that this increasing will for further integration among policy-makers ought to be 

accepted in wider groups of elites in countries as the political discourse of further integration is 

reinforced by the political spillover (2015:205). Both businesses of production economy and actor at 

the financial markets played a crucial role in outlining reforms needed and eventually in the political 

decision taken, such as legislative packages and the assignment of Commissions Task Force. In the 

financial sector the collective behavior of the agents where striking for the threat to the EMU when 

speculating and challenging economic endurance of the national governments, either of handling the 

governmental debt or the domestic banking systems. (2015:208) 

Coming to the cultivated spillover, Niemann and Ioannou states that European Commission, despite 

its prominent role in the crisis surprisingly took a more modest position in the crisis process. This was 

especially a fact in the initial years of the crises and could be explained with the fact that the first 

materialized actions, the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) were strongly intergovernmental 

in its constitution. The European Parliament, and even more so, the European Central Bank on the 

other hand were energetic agents in the crises. The ECB prime objective to maintain the price 

stability in the Euro area during times of financial panic obviously drove the ECB to more activity, 

longer engagement and more frequent suggestion-maker than other EU-institutions (2015:2011). 

The origins of the functional spillover effects that reinforced the integrative political decision taken in 

the peak of the crisis, is explained by the incomplete architecture of the Maastricht Treaty who’s 

portrayal paragraphs had been neglected earlier on, even by larger core members of EMU. The 

salient objectives of the EMU, stability of the monetary union and safeguarding of the currency was 

under peak-crises facing severe threats, which in turn gave birth to further integrative measures and 

objectives. (2015:212). 

Let’s now turn to the outlined explanation of spillover from ordo-liberal failure where Ryner argues 

the specificity of ordoliberal market adaptive reforms in Euro crisis management and hence driver of 

enforced European integration. 
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1. Explanation of Critical political economy:  

Spillover from ordoliberal failure 

Magnus Ryner (Ryner 2015) strongly suggests that the ordo-liberal ideas of the Euro-project is to 

blame for the crisis, looking back but also in management of the present. His approach starts with 

the stubborn [my narrative] ideas of the EU-project, European single market (ESM), complacent 

opinions in European political elite (European commission (EC), Council of European Union (CEU) and 

European Central Bank (ECB)-- of the prospects of Euro to become a global currency comparable an 

replaceable to US-dollar world hegemony. A theory on how the will of Integration in formal economic 

terms tends to led to a fragmentation socially and politically. 

Ryner calls the current development in Europe for an “Ordo liberal Iron Cage”; diverted from the 

Anglo-Saxon neo-liberalism, the European tradition entails social contracts of higher quotas of wages 

from the capitalistic production revenues and well developed welfare systems, and thus a more 

salient role for unions and lower socioeconomic classes in the European communities. In competition 

with US the driving force of the EMU was to establish a strong economic territory on the premises of 

Europe’s strongest economy, Germany. German winning economic concept of steadily increased 

productivity in high-tech industries and high position in global value chain was (obviously) forgotten 

when the German disinflationary monetary policy was used as a guiding star for the coming ECB 

(Ryner 2015:279).  

Ryner highlights some aggravating circumstances that became clear when global crises erupted. 

Europe had adopted the financialization-trend that had started in US as a consequence of the anemic 

growth since the 70-ties; the wage quota had fallen and rendered a decline in mass consumption 

which was solved with increasing credit-flows to consumers. But when the toxic debts in an over-

indebted US-economy infected the Eurozone banks there was a bank-run on the European financial 

market. Credits were at this time fluent in Europe, especially in southern Europe and much of it 

embedded in the real-estate business, the contagion spread to ordinary citizens. National central 

banks intervened to protect the banks and the financial system of the countries and the debts was 

hereby socialized. The politically desired financial allocation of capital to high-tech and RnD 

investments showed to be a miscalculation of large proportions as it increased business in short-term 

profit sectors. (Ryner 2015:280). 

Since the start-up of the EMU the German exports had increased while the rest of Eurozone had not, 

rather the opposite. German competitive position entailed hardly any wage increase which 

constantly made the south-European export prices relatively higher. As credits had been 
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commodified on the European market (through ESM-act) public and private consumers, and even 

states now borrowed money cheap from banks in Germany and France (Ryner 2015:280). 

With the orthodox and narrow perspectives on economic growth under the neo-liberal era, EU-

institutions, treaties and reforms forged towards a marketization of various (social) economic 

interactions in Europe. The commodification of money and financial-services led to an evolution of 

the economic activities in Euro area that did not take in to account differences and inequalities 

between foe example the core and periphery. The absence of a joint European fiscal policy meant 

that there were no useful means to meet the distortions jointly. Enhancing heterodox academic 

perspectives on the current crises and the tools to handle it would undoubtedly increase the 

possibilities to resolve the situation, according to Ryner (Ryner 2015:275-276). Lazzarato criticize the 

narrowness of the heterodox approach, as he dismiss the idea that politics chose neo-/ordo-liberal 

strategies; “Neoliberal governmentality is no longer a technology of the state even if the state plays a 

key role in it” (Lazzarato 2015:82). 

Ryner means however, that not only the preparation and construction of the EMU-project entailed 

systematic disregarding of risks and weaknesses of the Euro-system, the political actions taken after 

the eruption of the crisis has even aggravated those risks: “…euro area crisis management seeks to 

preserve and extend accumulation strategy and a hegemonic project based on ordo-liberalism as a 

particular variant of neoliberalism. As such, ordo-liberalism is an ideological point of reference for 

moral and intellectual leadership that distances rule from corporate-economic interests served by 

engendering an intersubjective for deliberation in the EU over the general economic good” (Ryner 

2015:282). 

Reforms taken by EU during the crisis, i.e. the growth and stability pact, the European Stability 

Mechanism, the “six-pack” and others has all been contributing to more of the same. Even if there 

are stabilizing ingredients in those initiatives they are still reproducing a dysfunctional system that 

eventually will experience the challenges over and over. 

Austerity measures, particularly practiced in Europe’s periphery is an expected phase of a capitalistic 

system and in the ordo-liberal euro area version, it’s a form of deliberate ‘shock doctrine’ including 

privatization of public assets, retraction of public welfare etc. (Ryner 2015:283 and 287-288). 

A critical analysis of the present situation could likewise be starting from balance approach on the 

union-structure where the imposed adjustments in deficit countries will show up being completely 

catastrophic but where both-sided’ adjustment questions the very objective of the general union 
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project. Ryner exemplifies with Commission president Barroso’s “pronouncement of the market-

oriented revolution” of Europe (Ryner 2015:283). 

Ryner emphasizes the function of European social movements and the interrelation with national 

states as a driver for both integration and diversion of Europe society at the moment. The mass-

protests and popular rage in many countries in the south on the political order (like the xenophobic 

and nationalist uprisings in eastern and northern Europe) will eventually lead to greater incentives 

for political leadership on enforce integration. This is what Ryner calls the “iron cage” (Ryner 

2015:289). 

Ioannou, Leblond and Niemann (2015) notes that Ryners explanations lacks as critical theorists often 

do, a credible description of why the capitalist system does not reach the end of its existence. Even 

the public opinions in Europe seems to favor a continuation of the Euro-project, despites its visible 

consequences, the return of domestic currencies is not in sight. An explanation might be found in the 

accessibility of dissident analysis. On this theme, Whitman and Manners concludes about the 

scientific debate of the European integration; “it is clear that notions of what problems need solving 

and how to solve them have been severely circumscribed” (Whitman and Manners 2016:4).  

Member states bargaining in times of Euro crisis 

The Liberal Intergovernmentalist approach with its emphasis on the wills and practices of member 

states brings us towards the second explanation; German dominance described with power-based 

institutionalism. Once again, the thesis introduces the bargaining perception through an overview of 

current research on LI explaining Euro crisis management. 

Schimmelfennig (2015) presents an explanation of the Euro-crisis management that seems to prove 

the LI-perception of the European integration in the aftermaths of the Euro crisis.  

Contrary to Neofunctionalism, LI is a pure “integration-theory” and therefore gets its relevance at the 

start of the crises-management; it does not explain the causes of the crisis. Schimmelfennig notes 

that the Euro area “responses to the crisis can be explained plausibly as a result of intergovernmental 

bargaining based on partly converging and partly diverging member state interests and designed to 

strengthen the credibility of member state commitments to the common currency (2015:178). 

National preferences were notably present in the initial crisis management, according to 

Schimmelfennig (2015:180). National governments do according to the LI-theory, try to maximize 

their national welfare, which also were the case if one look at the positioning of the EMU countries 

towards growth strategies, a clear north-south demarcation, whereas the northern countries 
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practiced wage restraint, productivity and competitiveness-strategy and the southern countries fiscal 

expansion and wage inflation Schimmelfennig 2015:180). The financial crisis drag down, especially 

banks in the southern countries in difficulties, due to credit squeeze in the aftermath of the global 

financial crisis. The expansionary policies in southern states had successively made the governments 

in those countries indebted, weaker and more vulnerable and when financial crisis hit them, bail-out 

of domestic banks reinforced the crisis. Even the banks in the north that were exposed to southern 

Europe threatening their governments with the prospect of having to bail them out. “This negative 

financial and fiscal interdependence provides a background for the development of state preference 

at the outset of the Euro-crisis.” (2015:181). Due to the fiscal position of the state Schimmelfennig 

concludes that the “northern countries prefer national adjustment and heavily indebted southern 

countries prefer mutualized adjustments (2015:181).  

Governments, in order to get new or revised treaties in a negotiation context that requires 

unanimous decision-making, pareto-efficiency will be reached when each state expect to increase its 

welfare. Hard bargaining is therefore is likely to be held when certainty is high and distribution of 

cost and benefits is clear. In a mixed-motive preference constellation, such as the Euro-crisis, the 

member states correspond to a ‘chicken game’ situation. This situation can in its turn produce 

brinkmanship behavior where co-operative moves at the latest opportunity to avert disaster occur 

(2025:184). Schimmelfennig notes that such expectations was realized in the euro crisis management 

– hard bargaining and brinkmanship were present, and that solvent countries, particularly Germany 

ultimately came to rescue the highly indebted countries (primarily Greece) but shaped terms of the 

rescue in turn (2015:185) 

The institutional solutions in the crisis management was depending on the type of challenge it was 

supposed to tackle, enforcements when unilateral defection is at risk increased the incentives for 

centralization and delegation of power from states to supranational institutions (2015:188). 

Compared to other integration theories LI stick to the perception that member states seeks to 

maximize their welfare through the institutional choice, hence there are no ‘higher’ reasons 

embedded in the institution as such and geopolitical motives as in realist theory are absent in LI. 

So, let’s go on to the explanation of German domination when EU-member states negotiate on the 

Euro crisis management. In order to understand powerful states behavior in international bargain 

where formal rules prohibit exclusive rights for them, the approach of informal governance needs to 

be elaborated. 
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2. Explanation of Power-based institutionalism:  

Bargaining with one predominant player 

With the origin of Liberal regime theory Randall Stone (2011) provides a comprehensive tool that 

might help to understand Germany’s actions as a dominant state in the EU. Stone elaborates the 

institutionalist perspectives on governance in International Organization (IO). He makes a 

demarcation between formal and informal governance in the IO:s where the informal one plays a 

crucial role in both power-exercising and legitimacy dimensions towards powerful members as well 

as weak members. Officially the framework of regulations and procedures constitutes the playing-

field of the politics inside the IO; i.e. policy initializing, preparations, decisions and implementation 

processes runs as it is postulated in constitutive documents of the IO. But, in occasions of potential 

conflict and coordination of various expectation, And when the formal rules are not sufficient to 

resolve the challenges of intern tensions there is a considerable risk of unwanted deviance from the 

order and “the predictable consequences are exit, war or revolution” (Stone 2011:12). 

Hence, the interpretation of rules and standards are vital for the harmony of the IO and also the 

execution of its task. Interpretations differ however between member states due to differences in 

norms, values, cultural perceptions. This is of course a base for difficulties and problems that arises in 

multinational cooperation structure – especially if the organization in question range over a territory 

including states belonging to different cultural spheres (Stone 2011:13). 

Stone argues that the challenge of keeping together the members in the IO also requires variation of 

solutions over time; in fact to handle upcoming situations “institutions operate according to two 

sharply divergent sets of rules that can be invoked under different circumstances: formal rules and 

informal rules”. This in order to achieve balance between the interests of powerful and weak 

members (Stone 2011:13) 

Stone finds in his analysis of IMF that the informal procedures that favor the hegemony of the US is 

internalized in the organizations operations after years of exceptions made from formal ones 

simultaneously as US formal influence weakened. In general these openings for powerful members is 

to be seen in for example emergency power clauses in the formal rules, enables powerful members 

to suspend the formal rules in order to safeguard their core interests. The formal rules thus specify 

voting rights and legitimate procedures that embody a broad consensus of the membership, while 

the informal rules allow exceptional access for powerful members to set the agenda and control 

particular outcomes (Stone 2011:19). 
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Informal rules take a variety of forms and are comparable with the situation of a (single) large 

minority shareholder in corporations with many small dito. It is materialized in: “superior 

information, access to key-agents, and greater cooperation with its requests. (Stone 2011:13). 

The corresponding interest between the weaker and powerful members decides how the balance-act 

will be managed; weaker members are willing to, in certain occasions give up the influence to be able 

to utilize the strength of the IO in other occasions. Powerful members are according to Stone, making 

a cost-benefit assessment of the specific issue – generally powerful states can act alone or find 

alliances outside the IO in order to get their interests satisfied, and if there are advantages to run the 

issue through the IO, the cost of enforce it will be valued, for instance a more transparent IO will 

make the cost higher due to the public access to procedures and power-relations, lack of 

transparency makes it more affordable and viable to take advantage of informal governance (Stone 

2011:52). 

But what is it that makes participation in IO:s interesting for powerful member states? The aspect of 

international legitimacy is primary for both weak and powerful, Stone answers (Stone 2011:16). In 

order to make it legitimate, the membership needs to be voluntary; there is no legitimacy with 

coerced memberships. The consent of weaker states has puzzled scholars to an even greater extent 

according to Stone, and the problem is valid for the study of the state as well. One important 

dimension mentioned earlier is the predictable externalities from the powerful member and likewise 

from the IO. Stone exemplify with WTO:s agreements between members which at same time tends 

to divert trade away from non-members. The incentives to join the organization is thus strong (Stone 

2011:17) 

Kleine brings the academic work in the realm of International Relations some steps forward and uses 

Stones definition of informal governance as “systematic departure from formal rules” (Kleine 2014: 

304) in order to catch presence of these procedures. Kleine highlights three main explanations for 

informal governance to occur in international cooperation; when it exist asymmetries in power 

between the cooperating states; when the political uncertainty of outcomes  is impending; and when 

states supports each other to handle domestic opinions (2014:307-310). 

Hennessy (2013) uses the asymmetric power explanation and analysis German action during first 

years of Euro-crisis. She founds contrary to informal governance literature that Germany proved to 

be incapable to use its political and economic primacy in the EU “to satisfy its domestic and foreign 

policy ends”, i.e. its core interests (2013:431). The explanation is to be found in two fronts; first the 

crisis management was initially focused on mitigation of crisis, not preparedness. And, second, when 

the financial rescue funding’s were provided, the political disagreement of conditionality’s for 
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indebted countries prolonged the market fear of Eurozone break-up and hence deepened the crisis. 

To understand this deviance from informal governance explanation- that dominant countries always 

safeguards its core interests – Hennessy stresses the need to pay attention to temporal trade-offs 

and capture short-sighted behavior enrich informal governance models (2013:443). 

Even though legitimacy is primary for powerful and weak it is not a guarantee for fair and formal 

rules in the IO, it comes back to the voluntary participation of the members and their negotiation 

inside the IO in order to make the formal rules fair and just. The powerful member has here a 

privilege to postulate ordinary situations from extraordinary ones, i.e. formal and informal 

governance (Stone 2011:26). But: “While powerful states can exert informal influence, it would be a 

mistake to conclude that institutions simply reflect the interest of the powerful. The allocation of 

voting rights has to balance the fact that powerful states have attractive outside options, while even 

weak states must be offered enough to prefer participation to exit! (Stone 2011:32). 

Stone draws a clear distinction between traditional theories of power-politics, which emphasize the 

use of force or the ability of use of force by states to enhance their interests and objectives in IO:s. In 

Stones theoretical approach the mode (balance) of formal and informal governance is robust and the 

two exist side by side. The balance between powerful and weak states a forms a social contract, 

where “the equilibrium outcome requires that both parties benefit from their interactions to make 

the contract profitable” (Stone 2011:21). 

Stone concludes his theoretical approach in four main theses (Stone 2011:31-32); 

 formal and informal rules exist side by side in IOs - while formal rule represent broad 

interests in the member stock, informal rules provides opportunity for powerful states to 

access decision-making when their core interests are affected; 

 effective institutions (within the IO) depends on legitimacy through voluntary participation 

from the member states; 

 important features and design of the institutions depend on the distribution of power and 

issues at stakes; 

 Commitment problems will arise when powerful states have stark interests and weaker 

member states defer to applicable rules – Stone calls this situation for time-inconsistency. 

Implications of the theories and their use 

Taking in consideration the bluntness that may occur when assessing specific events over time; this 

study will use the two approaches and look for indications of their relevance, in the following 

discernment: 
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The NF inspired critical political economy approach emphases the fact that previous political 

decisions eventually requires further decisions in order to keep the integration process unbroken, 

“Measures undertaken in the integrated sector must tend towards perfection of that sector but not 

hinder the realization of free market later” (Haas 1968:285). Ryner finds such logic obvious in the 

case of the Euro crisis management and argues that austerity measures is an expected element in an 

ordo-liberal capitalistic structure - a deliberate “chock doctrine” (Ryner 2015:283), as they serve the 

market. Elements in crisis management in order to stop or steer market forces would accordingly 

reduce the relevance of this approach. Empirically we should expect to see political proposals and 

reforms, such as privatizations and public sell-offs, that strengthen market enhancement and market 

adaption of both individual member states and of the monetary union as such.  

The LI inspired powered based institutionalism instead, stresses informal governance parallel to 

formal dito as a way to ensure dominant states remaining inside the international organization. 

When core interests are at stake for the dominant states there must be maneuver possibilities for 

them, not always visible. Hennessy (2013) finds however that Germany proved incapable in two 

central aspects in the informal management of the Euro crisis; imposing preparative resources 

tackling the crisis and mobilize unity among members on chosen strategies. The black spots of this 

powerbase approach would according to Stone (2011:32) and Hennessy (2013:443) be the moments 

of “time-inconsistency” or “temporal tradeoffs”, when the dominant state loses main track and 

hence nominator position. For the purpose of this study these exceptions from German core 

interests are noticeable – deviation from main track of Germany will challenge the power-based 

approach. Thus, the empirical expectations will be German protectionist statements and/or German-

favorable reforms during the crisis management in order to safeguard own wealth, interests and 

assets. This is for example monetary restraints and minimizing own financial contributions to other 

countries in order sustain the competitiveness advantage of high productivity combined with low 

wage/low export prices, and at the same time repelling supportive reforms that strengthens 

potential competitors. 

In practical terms, when guiding these implications of the theories through the empirical data looking 

for confirmation or disapprobation, it should be emphasized that the occurrence of German 

domination also tends to reinforce political measures that are both market enabling and Euro-

integrative. But in theory this is true just up to a certain limit, the limit where Germany’s core 

interests are at stake. Hence, the theory of power-based institutionalism will to some extent help to 

confirm the relevance of the theory from critical political economy. The reverse is obviously not 

accurate. The predictions of each theory will subsequently be divided at the very moment where 

Germany apparently starts to sacrifice what initially would not have been sacrificed.  
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Methodological section 

This research and its questions sketches an inquiry of political leaders in the Eurozone area; their 

perceptions and statements in the management of the euro crisis and in particularity how to manage 

the challenge of Greece sovereign debt and its impact on the rest of the zone.  

Media content analysis 

With a more generous time frame this study would obviously have benefited collecting confirming 

data from several types of sources. But due to time limits the chosen method is a relatively straight 

coverage of media messages during the time period of the crises, grasping the political debate and 

‘game’, how it has evolved. Mildly said, there is no lack of data/material in this realm, rather the 

opposite, this study might in fact clasp one of our times most portrayed political events. But the 

situation of surplus information gives on the other hand its specific conditions conducting a study like 

this; where do one start collecting relevant data?, which sources are best? Which sources give best 

and most reliable replication of what has been said and done? By whom, during what time period, at 

which occasions, to what media? Etcetera.  

The genre of media content analysis is a well-established academic field since pioneer Harold 

Lasswell systematized his studies of political propaganda in 1920:s (Macnamara 2006:1) Two 

different main paths of understanding media has since evolved – the transmission view respectively 

the ritual view. The former view generally emphasize the communication process of sending, 

transmitting or delivering information in order to control others; the ritual view captures 

communications role to reinforce and maintain a common culture in a community, territory or 

country (Brennen 2013:13). The two different views bring us further in to the discussion on 

quantitative and qualitative research. Studying media in a transmission view the contents effect on 

the audience, for example is it enlightening or obscuring reality? Changing or hardening attitudes, 

breeding credibility or doubt (Brennen 2013:14). These kinds of questions seem to be raised 

primarily by quantitative media scholars. In the ritual view on the other hand, the public reactions or 

effects is not in core focus, the studies wants to discover the meaning of medias interaction with the 

audience and help to make sense of their historically based cultural experiences and to socially 

construct their realities” (Brennen 2013:14). 

Another distinction to sort out is between normative and cognitive information. The former one 

emanates from sources that deliberately aim to influence or steer a target groups behavior, this goes 

for legislative messages and regulations and restriction from public agencies. Even though this is 

obvious for an official source of normative information, there are a wide range of communicative 

actors in a modern society (Holme and Krohn Solvang 1997:128-129). The cognitive information 
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source however claims to provide neutral/impartial messages. In reality there is no clear 

demarcation between the two different sources. This dichotomy of ideal-types of sources plays a 

crucial role in a broader sense in media studies where media messages from communicative subjects 

interact with their audience and vice versa. Shoemaker and Reese (in Macnamara 2006:3) categorize 

content analysis in to two main traditions – the humanist and the behaviourist tradition. While the 

humanist tradition looks backwards on media trying to identify what it says about society and the 

culture producing it the behaviourist approach looks forward on media messages trying to 

investigate effects (I Holme and Krohn Solvang 1997:128-129). 

Macnamara presents a solution to the dichotomy of qualitative and quantitative methods when he 

states: “Within communication studies, most media researchers do not draw the sharp 

distinctions(…)between text, content and discourse analysis. Media researchers and 

academics(…)refer to quantitative and qualitative analysis and most view the fields as 

complementary and part of a continuum of analyzing texts to try to determine their likely meanings 

to and impact on audiences” (Macnamara 2010:5). 

Other scholars makes difference on the basics of a startup of a quantitative respectively qualitative 

media content study; as they emphasis’s postulate- or thesis-run observation in the former one. 

(Altheide and Schneider 213:40). In this study, however, the research questions are formulated in an 

open approach asking how it can be like it is and search for various explanations. 

As the purpose of this study is open-ended, not examining causalities and evidences, rather scanning 

for explanations, trends and hermeneutic considerations - the baseline for the study is therefore 

qualitative. Nevertheless conducting the analysis the method will gain on a quantitative 

systematization, gridding the empirical data in operational units.  

Hence, we need a longitudinal observation covering the entire time-period 2009-2015, where we are 

able to sufficiently grasp all the important (events) in order to gather media-material that tell us 

what the political leaders have expressed and in response to what. Furthermore, we need to be 

aware of the ongoing discussions, processes and events that may contain important substance for 

this study. The story of the Greek crisis is (like no other reality-based story for instance) not a straight 

forward one – there are numerous of parallel forums and occasions where substance for this study 

may be revealed. 

The investigatory method will therefore let the events in Greece and Greek government actions in 

response to the crisis, lead the way when discovering what the responses from key-leaders of the EU 
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have been, and eventually use the these found data sources in order to find even further data 

sources, via links and references. 

Is it useful to investigate relevance of two different theoretical approaches 

with the same set of empirical data? 

The dividing variable of the two theory approaches is the perception of the drivers of European 

integration. Critical political economy/neofunctionalist focus on ideas, goals and reactive effects 

coming from previous integration efforts and thus revealed improvement needs. Power-based 

institutionalist/intergovernmentalist holds one main state respectively all member states 

accountable for the integration process giving them prime position in the integration process. 

This study applies the ritual view of a media analysis understanding the role of the information, 

interpreting the communication from politicians as normative and with a humanist tradition looking 

back on the empirical data trying to capture what it represents. The aim is to display how political 

leaders express themselves in order to draw conclusions about how they comprehend the crisis and 

formulates their proposals on counter-strategies. Based on content, context and timing of the 

expressions it is conceivable to relate the empirical data to either one of the theoretical approaches. 

They can be supplementing, competing or excluding. 

To put it in the words of Hodgetts and Chamberlain: “The core idea is about weaving theory in to the 

account and producing a coherent argument about what’s going on” (Flick 2014:392). 

About the sources 

The study focuses the political ideas and proposed actions of the euro crisis management. Grasping 

citations and paraphrases from political leaders within the Euro area in articles in English written 

newspapers over the time frame from the outbreak of the Greek crisis in fall 2009 to the third bail-

out in summer 2015. 

At this stage it is important to emphasize that term “crisis” along the studied time frame ought to 

have different implication for different actors, especially at different time points. This suggests that 

the study should take in to consideration that gambits from political leaders comes from a context 

where crisis does not occur, whilst it does for other leaders. The question is however the perception 

of being in a state of a crisis, not the term as such: “For the past 150 years, the history of commerce 

and monetary affairs, like the history of epidemics, has been an integral part of world history” 

(Koselleck 2006:390).  
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As there are numerous of sources on the internet, the number of newspapers, has been limited to 

scope the most well established and reputable news agencies  - no consideration on their political 

color is taken - as their credibility and independency ought to be higher than smaller or private voices 

communicating on the web.  

The opposite could of course be stated. The fact that Europe lacks common media for its territory 

and most media maintain national based, there are certainly possibilities for differences in 

perceptions, conclusions, opinions and ideological bias even among the sources in this study. This is 

solved by consulting other sources for proof-check when it comes to issues of facts of hard data; 

figures and dates. 

The selected data comes exclusively from news articles, news-blogs and live-reporting as well as 

news-analysis. Hence, no explicit and expressed ideological preferences can be obtained in the 

material. 

The study is deliberately limited to map gambits of political leaders in EU institutions as the 

Commission, the Council and European parliament. Another set of leaders with perhaps even more 

crucial role is prime minister in France respectively Chancellor in Germany. The crucial role of the 

latter leaders was a common knowledge before the study but has throughout the exercise turned out 

to be an undisputable fact.  

The development of the events in Greece (see section “The Drama”) during the period serves as a 

backbone for the collecting process. From the events in in Greece during the time period (like prime 

ministers attending EU-meetings visits to other EU-members, etc. ) - corresponding searches has 

been conducted on main search engines on internet. 

The ‘main’ background events were used for sampling via main search engines on internet. The 

sampling method was a version of the so called “snowball method”. The snowball method is 

predominantly used in quantitative field studies in social science, discovering unknown or hidden 

populations that meet the criteria of the research and hence potentially can contribute to the study. 

This is often needed in subjects that are of confidential nature or taboo. Via the networks of 

informants that the researcher meets in his/her study, the researcher gets new informants which 

have further networks and so on (Frank and Snijders 1992:1). The sampling data is increasing along 

the way, like a snowball rolling down a slope.  

Utilizing a strict snowball method the researchers practice a wave-concept to structure the exercise; 

when the first sample and set of data/sources is collected, there is a renewed “wave” of sampling of 

set data in order to collect a second set of data/sources, and when the second set of data is collected 
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a new sampling is done for a third, and so on (Frank and Snijders 1992:2). In the study of this paper 

however, this strict version is not adopted –the type of data/sources are not informants of this type 

even if there are similarities with hidden populations, as media want to be unique whit its substance. 

Consequently, in this study the sampling in “waves” was conducted individually – the content of 

every new data/source was run through a new wave of internet search. 

The data/sources consisted of quotations/paraphrases with reactions and solutions expressed by 

political leaders. The words: euro, crisis, Greece and the names of Greece prime ministers, French 

prime ministers, German chancellor and presidents of the  – individually or combined were used as 

key-words. 

During this longitudinal sampling/collecting the range of sources was narrowed down to just a 

smaller number in order to relate to links and or references to previous articles. In some articles the 

phrase “euro crisis” took other forms, such as “financial crisis”, “euro default”, Greek default” etc., 

and a renewed search with the ‘new’ phrase has hence been conducted. 

In order to assure better reliability of quotations and paraphrases from political leaders and 

eventually find new data/sources, open searches on the current events in Greece and corresponding 

phrases has also been performed for every month of over the studied time frame, hence the key-

words were used combined with each and one of the twelve months of the year. 

As there are myriads of quotations and descriptions of the Euro crisis and Greek crisis in conventional 

as well as social media the storyline could eventually have been told with another delineation, 

containing other quotations and paraphrases from other occasions concerning other specific topics in 

the crisis management. For this specific study, however, repeated messages from same political 

leaders during a longitudinal study provide quite reliable explanations on the research question 

raised. 

Media content analysis – the steps in technical terms 

There are some basic steps to be used when conducting a media content analysis, the exact steps 

might variate some between different scholars (Altheide and Schneider 2013; Flick 2014; Macnamara 

2005; Bryman 2011; Brennen 2013. This study comprises following four stages: 

1. Conceptualizing drivers of integration and crisis management 

The empirical material in this study is scrutinized in two separated dimensions of integration forces – 

for reasons of simplification these dimension are interpreted as: 
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a. political/economic ideas and structures of monetary integration that generates or requires 

further steps of integration, i.e. this founds the NF-inspired critical theoretical approach 

b. the predominant Euro-member state government, Germany, that safeguard it core interests 

and demands concessions by weaker or more vulnerable member states, I.e. this founds the 

LI-inspired power-based institutionalist approach 

This analytical tool of two separated integration forces from now on gives the study a structuring 

mechanism. 

2. Scope empirical data/operationalizing 

The tool of two separated integration forces (a and b), are articulated in order to match the data of 

citations and paraphrases. Subsequently the data of management events acquired should answer the 

control questions, what?, when? and by whom?, to be useful in this study. 

3. Sampling and Collecting of data 

At this phase of the tool of two separated integration forces (a and b) are extrapolated in to the 

evolvement of crisis management actions. Major events are with the lenses of the control questions 

scrutinized with the tool and collected in to a bank of data to be used when constructing the story-

line in final phase. 

4. Reporting – constructing a storyline 

When the compilation of quotation and paraphrases has been finished, most of the sampled events 

taken place in Greece during the years of crisis provide plenty of empirical data to be used to 

understand the development. The new set of material that now has been collected and in a sense 

even been revealed, gives a compatible (hopefully) and additional story contrasting what has already 

come to our knowledge of the Greek situation. The story-line is organized in two blocks: prolog to the 

first two bail outs 2010 and 2012; and prolog to the third bail-out 2015. The research question raised 

initially will be applied and summarized in the end of these two blocks. 

Empirical section: The European Monetary Union and Greek crisis 

In order to comprehend the complexity of the Euro crisis and introduce the empirical section, this 

part provides some basic elements of the Euro structure and the financial crisis that hit Europe and 

Greece so severely. An extended version is in the appendix of the thesis.  

The EMU was constituted in the Maastricht Treaty 1992 and clarified in 1997 by the Growth and 

stability pact. The statues of the EMU restricts members in terms of budget discipline and also in bail 

outs in-between states. Both has however been violated during the existence of EMU (de Vylder 
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2012:59-61). The crisis hit the Euro zone rapidly in 2009 with Greece suffering most in relative terms 

but Italy in real figures. The IMF was deeply engaged from start of Euro crisis and initially proposed 

large non-realized interventions in Italian economy (IMF 2015). The EU and IMF established the 

Europe Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) 2010 and the successor European Stability Mechanism (ESM) 

2012 in order to lend financial support to needing members of the EMU. The EFSF and ESM are 

intergovernmental solutions, side- financed by EU members. EU has on top of this “fire wall” to avert 

speculation, adopted several reforms enforcing fiscal and financial harmonization in the Euro zone, 

like the six- and two pack (ESM 2015a). Greece is the only member state of the EU that has received 

three bail outs from the rescue funding and has therefore also faced most severe austerity measures 

in Europe. These austerities measures outlined in so called structural adjustment plans, is monitored 

by the famous Troika; the ECB, the EU-Commission and the IMF. 

The Greek Drama 

The Crisis in Greece has been playing for more than half a decade now and few voices says it will stop 

in near future. Contrary the prognoses points at a long-lasting rehabilitation of the economy and 

numerous of political adjustment reforms still to come. This part of the thesis provides a 

chronological background to the Euro- and Greek crisis. 

The torch 

The crash of the investment bank Lehman brothers in fall 2008, which left the American economy 

with unpaid debts of 613 billion dollars (Pascalidou 2013:9) had severe effects on the interconnected 

world economy and started the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). Financial market in the US had during 

three decades before partly been transformed in to a toxic area, due to deregulations, liberalizations, 

easing of requirements on the financial institutions; banks, insurance companies, pension funds and 

others. Combined with various policy-reforms in the US society, especially in the housing sector, 

enabling citizens, even those without proper economic conditions to lend money for private 

consumption and real estate affairs the financial- and debt market grew rapidly. This development 

was enforced by innovative experimentation among financial actors; instruments like derivate and 

default swats evolved and creditors combined credits from different part of the US economy in 

packages which could be divided in to new financial products and sold to costumers on the financial 

market domestically and globally. Subsequently, there were many financial actors in other parts of 

the world, not at least in Europe who invested in these assets. (de Vylder 2012:38-58) 

The Greek break-down and flounder 

The year after the eruption of the GFC, the European countries had made some minor efforts to 

prevent the panic of the financial markets spread in to the European structures. The Eurozone-area 
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had took initiatives to protect institutions from speculations and bank-runs through accepting state 

financed re-capitalization programs which until then had been forbidden.(de Vylder 2012). The global 

crisis had in spring 2009 not yet hit Europe and there was to some extent a belief that Europe could 

avoid the worst shocks from the GFC. However, southern Europe had great similarities with the US 

economy; consumption-driven growth, an increased indebtedness and expanding construction/real 

estate-sector.  

In autumn 2009, the Social democrats, Pasok won the elections and went in to govern Greece with 

promises that “resources exists”. The new-installed prime minister Georgios Papandreou revealed 

however in October 2009 a systematic darkening of the conditions of Greek economy, most 

remarkable: the budget deficits that from year to year exceeded what has been reported to the 

European Union institutions, hence the sovereign debt had increased to levels exceeding the annual 

GDP. Even though the Conservative government was blamed, Greece has had a troublesome past in 

the monetary cooperation. In 2004 Greece was criticized by the European Commission for not 

comply with the convergence criteria’s postulated for the Eurozone-members. Voices have even 

raised the issue if Greece in the first step were qualified for the monetary cooperation (de Vylder 

2012:22). 

As the Greece economy came in spotlight, international financial actors started to draw attention to 

the situation. Interest rates for Greek lending increased and speculations on the Greek economy 

became a fact. Greek banks that withholded the greatest parts of sovereign bonds were put under 

pressure and suffered severely from the declining trust in Greek economic accountability. 

In 2010 Greek economy came to a total halt. Various reforms imposed by the Greek government 

were met by strong protests from citizens, unions and different interest groups. In the financial 

sector the government made efforts trying to keep deposits in the Greek banking-system; during the 

three years to come the bank deposits was declining with nearly 30% (Financial Times 2014) and the 

liquidity in the system is endangered. In February the government is imposing a first stop for salaries 

to public employed and for pensionaries. This stop is met with a general strike which goes on for 24 

hours. These events will be repeated several times over the years to come. 

Later in spring 2010 the Greek government made a formal request for rescue funding from the EU 

(80 billion euro) and the IMF 30 billion euro) amounting to a total of 110 billion euro. At this moment 

the total sovereign debt of Greece was 177%  of GDP. Further austerity measures was decided in the 

Greek parliament and imposed by the Greece government during spring and summer 2010, the 

protests, strikes and riots intensified on the streets of Athens and in other cities. Death casualties 

were reported when a private bank was sat on fire in Athens. 
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In 2011 the first year with agreement on reforms with the creditors, the EU and IMF, the Greek 

government implemented some of the privatization measures required in the agreements. Combined 

fiscal policies such as cut downs in public sector and raised taxes - living standards were now rapidly 

deteriorated in Greece. Strikes, protests and riots were intensified further.  

In fall 2011 the Greek Prime Minister Papandreou announced a referendum on the adjustment 

reforms required by the creditors, the EU and the IMF. This lead to strong reactions from key-states 

in the monetary cooperation and Mr. Papandreou was immediately invited to the G20-meeting in 

Nice weeks after the announcement. The Greek government was however at this stage not unified 

on the strategies. The Greek finance minister had ongoing dialogue with the European Commission 

and was convinced about the risks with referendum procedure. (Financial Times 2014: How the Euro 

was saved) 

Papandreou, after coming back from G20 meeting declared that the referendum was cancelled. He 

won a confidence vote in the parliament with close margins but resigned just days after that. 

Without an elected government to execute necessarily reforms and govern state authorities, the two 

main parties in Greece (Pasok and New Democracy) and one rightwing party appointed in dialogue 

with the Troika, a technocrat government led by the Greek former Central Bank director, Lucas 

Papademos. His provisional cabinet led the Greek government for half a year, until new elections 

were held in late spring 2012. During that period another, the second, rescue-package was provided 

by the Troika, this time amounting to 130 billion Euros, entailing new adjustment programs for 

savings and cut-downs in fiscal policies. The Sovereign debt of Greece was downsized in a private 

debtor accord, by107 billion Euros in the agreement. After the elections in May 2012, replacing the 

technocrat ministry a new government could still not be appointed and Greeks were forced, once 

again to go to the ballot-boxes to elect a new parliament. 

From June 2012 the Greek government was managed by Antonis Samaras, New Democracy, in 

coalition with the parties Pasok and Dimar. In fall 2012the Euro-countries lowers the interest of 

Greek sovereign bonds and contributed with extra financial support. Greece government and 

parliament maintained the ‘austerity-road’ entered in 2009, in spring 2013 decision was taken to 

eliminate 15000 jobs in the public sector. Public service radio and TV was closed by the prime 

minister in June 2013, 2565 journalists and public service-workers lost their jobs. 

Along the austerity measures and intensified dependence on Eurozone support to handle the crisis, 

Greece experienced growing anti-European sentiments (Chrysoloras 2013:21). Movements emanate 

both from left and right-wing. Golden Dawn became the first Nazi-party since WWII to take place in a 

European parliament. Allocation of the burdens from the austerity measures were accused to not to 
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be equally shared which gave extra fuel to the protest on the EU-imposed austerity policies. On top 

of that, at the first bail-out, political leaders promised an extraordinary one-time happening. 

(Chrysoloras 2013:23). 

On the left-hand side of the political landscape, Greece had, just like Spain a fast growing leftist 

party, Syriza, gaining support in the public opinion. Syriza expresses favor for a non-bail out 

acceptance from the Greek side, and demanded comprehensive renegotiation on the terms of the 

financial support. At the elections in 2012 Syriza, together with anti-bailout parties where close to 

even with the traditional leading parties of Greece. (Chrysoloras 2013:24). 

The parliamentary compilation turned over to the anti-bail-out party’s advantage in January 2015, 

Syriza became the largest party in parliament with 36% of votes and the party’s Alexis Tsipras was 

appointed as prime minister.(Wikipedia 2015). 

During spring 2015, until summer 2015 when sovereign bonds of Greece was supposed to be paid, 

Tsipras drove campaigns and renegotiation talks with various European leaders, particularly Angela 

Merkel and Nicolas Sarkozy. 

The crisis spreads 

As the crisis intensified in Greece, financial markets started look at other Euro-countries in southern 

Europe and Ireland. Ireland who until then had stable budgetary and fiscal conditions, but at the out-

break of banking crisis bailed-out six important banks between 2008 and 2010 was put on the brink 

of state bankruptcy (Nilsson2012:14). Worries about the sovereign solvency in these countries where 

now raised. Spain had like many other Euro-crisis countries saw the crash of an over-heated 

construction and real estate sector due to cheap credits. When credit market was squeezed, Spanish 

banks was drawn in to the crisis and with them public debts started to become more expensive, 

Spain’s sovereign debt raised due to big budget deficits and zero growth in 2010 (Nilsson 2012:17) 

Italy’s situation was arguably the most terrifying among the Euro-countries at this time, with a 

sovereign debt of 120% of GDP and the third largest economy in Europe, Italy was described as to big 

to fail. When interest rates suddenly increased on European credit market, Italy that had bigger parts 

of its sovereign debts in domestic banks was then dragged in to the interest rate race. (Nilsson 

2012:18). 
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The story-line – the EU reactions 

Based on the chronological description in previous part the following part compiles empirical data 

from the media content analysis in to a story-line. The story-line consists of two parts, each part will 

be summarized by scrutinizing integration dimensions. 

The EU reactions - Prolog to first two bail-outs: Spring 2010 to fall 2011 

Greece Prime minister of the time, Mr. Papandreou executed a European tour in March 2010, visiting 

political centers as Brussels, Berlin and Paris in order to discuss the Greek situation and arguably 

inquire for future assistance from Euro-zone countries. However this last purpose was not expressed 

officially: German Chancellor Merkel denied any such content of her meeting with Papandreou, said 

Greece has not made any request for financial support (the Guardian 5 March 2010). Merkel 

emphasized at the same comment the importance of a calmed activity on the credit market, to put a 

stop to the speculation on a Greek default. Hearsay’s had been raised at this time period that the 

Eurozone was preparing some sort of bail out helping Greece. Merkel were content with Greek’s own 

efforts imposing austerity measures of 8.4 billion Euros. Merkel called Greece’s new fiscal program 

an “inordinately important step” even as Greeks protested vehemently against it. (the Guardian 

March 2010).The German government policy front was however not completely unified, and the 

German perception on European integration were divided at this point; the German finance minister 

Mr. Shäuble had expressed his will to solve the upcoming challenges within the Eurozone, eventually 

using German resources, while Chancellor Merkel tried to keep German involvement marginal and 

welcomed an intervention by the IMF (Spiegel International 22 March 2010).  

After Greek prime minister visit to Brussels and EU institutions in mid-March 2010, the IMF path 

became more obvious as the prime/first alternative for Greece financial help-out. Euro-group and 

ECOFIN meetings days before had gave nothing and then strengthened the Merkel-path of distancing 

Greek crisis from Euro and Germany (SINA English 18 March 2010). 

The European Commission was at this time tied to the challenges coming from market speculations 

on the Euro, and acting on pressure from strong Euro-countries president Barroso announced the 

idea on prohibiting certain speculative activities on the credit market as a way to protect the Euro 

(the Guardian 9 March 2010). Barroso expressed his dissatisfaction with the credit default swaps that 

fueled the crisis; ““it’s not justified to buy CDSs” by unseen interventions a risk on purely speculative 

basis…The Commission will examine closely the relevance of banning purely speculative naked sales 

on credit default swaps on sovereign debt” (the Guardian 9 March 2010). 
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In May 2010, it was clear that the efforts of sending calming messages to the market had not been 

enough. The speculation on the Euro continued, despite the expressions of solidarity with Greece. 

Beginning of May Eurozone countries agreed on a rescue package for Greece available to Greece on a 

three-year basis, reinforcing the IMF financial support. German finance minister Shäuble commented 

the rescue-plan stating that: “It’s our mission to defend the stability of the Eurozone in its entirety. 

The better we do that, the better it is for all Europeans and Germans (Spiegel International 3 May 

2010). 

The rescue package was embedded in an agenda of hard core criticism from the Euro-leadership on 

market speculations on the Euro. Chancellor Merkel was commented as furious on the market and 

stated that: “politics have to reassert primacy over the financial markets” (the Guardian 7 May 2010). 

Establishing the EFSF in May 2010 Greece becomes the first of the troubled Euro-countries to receive 

a rescue package in exchange for implementing an economic adjustment program. The economic 

adjustment programs now shared implications by the two main beneficiaries/creditors, the EU and 

the IMF.  

The market turbulence that had been activated by the Greek reluctance with adjustment measures 

and doubts on the debtor countries ability to fulfill adjustments had upset the leadership of the Euro-

countries and especially Germany and France who now formed an inner-wheel of the Euro-group. 

One important point was the so-called Deauville summit were Sarkozy and Merkel met in bilateral 

talks and agreed on measures that would strengthened EU ability to tackle defaults among 

sovereigns avoiding crisis for Euro as a whole. The new permanent stability mechanism of EU (ESM) 

was decided in consensus between the 27 EU countries and required only slighter changes in the 

Lisbon treaty. Sarkozy and Merkel now agreed on more details, such as sharper surveillance by EU 

institutions, firm budgetary discipline including punishments for violators. The French suggestion to 

withdraw voting power from failing members was however opposed by president Barroso and later 

rejected; “If treaty change is to reduce rights of member states on voting, I find it unacceptable and 

frankly speaking it is not realistic”, Barroso commented (Spiegel International 29 October 2010). 

The bilateral agreement between Germany and France also entailed the liability of private investors 

who to rather great extent had executed high risk speculation on the sovereign bond market. The 

new mechanism was to “signal to private investors that they will bear some of the costs of risky loans 

to indebted nations like Greece – instead of leaving taxpayers liable” Merkel declared (Spiegel 

International 29 October 2010). 
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As Greece had experienced harsh austerity measures and reforms on their sole discretion during 

spring 2011, Prime Minister Papandreou called in October 2011 for a national referendum on the 

claims of the programs.  

Once again the bond market situation got speeded and as a consequence of the communique from 

Mr. Papandreou the yields on Greece’s 10-year bonds raised with over 16% in one day (Financial 

Times 2013: How The Euro was saved), which in turn dragged other Euro Sovereign Bonds with it to 

higher levels. The French Prime Minister Nicolas Sarkozy and Chancellor Merkel invited Papandreou 

to the G20 meeting in France for discussions on the adjustment program and the Greek planned 

referendum. According to sources from French government the French reaction on the referendum 

slightly changed from opposing a referendum in a sovereign country to direct ultimate demands on 

Greece: “Mr. Papandreou could go ahead with a referendum – but not on the bail out.” Financial 

Times 2013: How The Euro was saved) If Greece was to receive further financial support it would 

have to accept the requirements and reforms entailed in the agreement. 

According to Financial Times series on the Euro crisis the real issue bothering the Euro-leadership 

was actually Italy, whose bond yields also had increased during turbulence. This was a problem that 

the IMF highlighted in the G20 meeting, with a “precautionary plan” for Italy of 80 billion Euros. The 

contagion fear was striking and a severe speculation run on Italy would probably bring the Euro-

cooperation out of order. “Italy has no credibility”, Christine Lagarde president at the IMF (Financial 

Times 2013). 

In beginning of November 2011 Greece Prime minister Papandreou formally resigns, despite or 

because his narrowly win in the parliamentary confidence vote Papandreou finds his position 

untenable. In the negotiation of further financial support from the EU the tone has been tough and 

Greece has been told its membership in the cooperation is at stake. Olli Rehn, Commissioner in 

economic and monetary states: “We have called for a national unity government and remain 

persuaded that this is the convincing way of restoring confidence and meeting the commitments” 

(the Guardian 6 November 2011). Requirement on national unity was also expressed by the IMF 

which raised its worries about the stance of especially the main oppositional conservative party. 

The additional loan from the EFSF negotiated and agreed in October 2010 amounted to 130 billion 

Euros and the accord included a debt restructuring whereas banks accepted a 50% reduction (“hair 

cut”) on their claims on Greece (the Guardian 6 November 2011). 

The new Greece government after Papandreou was formally appointed by the Greek president 

sanctioned by a party coalition of the major parties in the Greek parliament early November 2011. 
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The former vice president of the European Central bank takes position as Prime minister and 

immediately promised that Greece will remain part of the Euro (Spiegel international 10 November 

2011). In Papademos first comments he emphasized that Greece’s goal remains that of staying in the 

euro zone. “The participation of our country in the Euro zone is a guarantee for the country’s 

monetary stability. It is a driver of financial prosperity” (Spiegel international 10 November 2011). 

The appointment were met by applauding comments from EU-leaders; EU Commission president 

Barroso and European Council President expressed that this: opens a new chapter for Greece, we 

warmly welcome this news” (Spiegel international 10 November 2011) 

Even in Italy, known for its frequent changes in government, the former Prime Minister Berlusconi 

had recently been replaced by a successor, Mario Monti. As the surveilling and technical supporting 

Troika from the EU-Commission, ECB and the IMF was stationed in Athens to assess the qualification 

of a second bail-out for Greece, bond markets in Europe were slightly recovering, but were still 

threatening for countries as Spain (Spiegel international 10 November 2011). 

At the time of Greek and Italian government successions November 2011 Chancellor Merkel made an 

unusual emotionally loaded speech to her party-fellows in Germany nominating the Eurozone debt 

crisis the most challenging test since second world war (Independent 15 November 2011). Merkel in 

her speech maintained her policy line and stressed tough sanctions on failing Euro-countries not 

keeping fiscal discipline. She defended the establishment of EFSF with the words: “if the Euro fails, 

Europe fails. We want to prevent this and we will prevent this (Independent 15 November 2011). In 

the same speech Merkel made clear that Germany would not accept any Eurobonds as a solution to 

the Euro crisis. The Eurobond idea had been emerging in the Euro-debate during the crisis most 

hectic phases and was favored by southern Euro countries such as France, Italy and Spain. On the 

other hand Merkel emphasized Germany’s preferences for harsher automatic sanctions and called 

for an introduction of a European financial transaction tax (Independent 15 November 2011). 

In the end of January 2012 Chancellor Merkel for the first time casts doubts on the strategy versus 

Greece; “We have not overcome the crises yet. Of course, there’s Greece, a special casa where, 

despite all the efforts that have been made, neither the Greeks themselves nor the international 

community have yet managed to stabilize the situation” (the Guardian 25 January 2012). In the same 

article Merkel is still holding on to German monetarist preferred reforms as the fiscal compact with 

legally binding budget ceilings for Eurozone governments. 

In February 2012 during assessment and implementation talks between Greek government and the 

Troika, French Prime Minister Nicolas Sarkozy and Chancellor Merkel repeated their joint 

engagement for the Euro and for Greece adaption to the adjustment program attached to the 
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financial support from EU and the IMF in a united press conference. They were doing so in order to 

push the discussions forward in Greece between the technocrat government of Greece and the party 

coalition. While the markets were quite calm but cautious towards the present stalemate but the 

tense were stronger in Greek society with repeated protests and strikes. (the Guardian 6 February 

2012). 

Summary of first two bail-outs – scrutinizing integration 

What had started with EU leadership showing demonstrative solidarity for Greece´s own saving 

efforts combined with, authoritative warnings towards market actors, was eventually not enough to 

calm the speculations that continuously found its way on to the core countries of the EU. EU then 

decided on collectively financed rescue funding, EFSF, when circumstances urged for it. The 

engagement of IMF, naturally not a member of the EU, was a prerequisite for Germany accepting 

these rescue funds in order to get necessary lending competence to EU. The willingness of IMF to 

engage in the Euro crisis management came clear, not least when IMF president Lagarde proposed 

IMF intervention in Italian finances, a proposal that that later just encompassed technical assistance, 

not financial support. 

Germany became the largest financier of the EFSF, the rescue fund that was quickly established as a 

parallel structure to the EMU-system with its specific regulations and imposed obligations for 

indebted countries. Greece was not first, but the country with the largest sum to lend from the EFSF. 

In order to get liquidity and avoid bankruptcy but still stay inside the monetary cooperation Greece 

were forced to accept structural adjustments outlined by lenders. Greece prime minister then took a 

chance. 

During the dramatic events that followed in November 2011, the first explicit case of brinkmanship 

within the crisis was a fact. Greece and prime minister Papandreou lost this clash, he then choose to 

resign while the EU/IMF structural adjustment measures persisted. The institutional solutions were 

constructed in a moment of emergency, and as the legal framework of EU did not promote bail-outs 

of this kind, subsequently the rescue fund EFSF was constructed as an intergovernmental body. The 

Euro project was hence unbroken but with two shock pillar added for its survival; IMF-participation 

and side-funding from EU-members. 

The EU reactions - Prolog to third bail-out: summer 2012 to summer 2015 

In national elections May 2012 the pro-bailout parties in Greece parliament were severely weakened 

and lost mandate to govern the country. Many analysts had started to raise their voices on the 

dysfunctionality of the chosen path for Greek recovery at this time and that its consequences now 
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required re-elections that would be possible only after a new deadline for payments on their loans. 

Despite massive public cut downs, fiscal reforms and debt reliefs the sovereign debt amounted to 1.5 

times the size of the GDP. Wall Street Journal (10 May 2012) quotes former Greek ministers 

expressing the worries of not just Greece but for the entire Euro. Former Prime Minister Papandreou 

reminds an early talk with Chancellor Merkel where she dismisses gentler adjustment program with 

the words: “it has to hurt. We want to make sure nobody else will want this” (Wall Street Journal 10 

May 2012). 

In mid-June 2012, Antonio Samaras is sworn in as Greece new prime minister. His party New 

Democracy can after the national re-election form a coalition government together with two other 

pro-bail out parties of the Greece government. The parties opposing the bailout have however 

increased their mandate in the parliament. The largest of those parties, Syriza refuses to enter the 

national team initialized by the new government in order to renegotiate the bail out agreement with 

EU and IMF (the Guardian 20 June 2012). 

In July 2012, after continued negotiations between the Troika and Greek new government 

representatives in the national team, the president of the European Commission Barroso visits 

Athens with a clear message. In order to receive financial support Greece must maintain to 

adjustment programs and implement reforms. The key word as Barroso points it is “deliver, deliver, 

deliver”. Barroso highlights the importance of trust from the rest of Europe and other international 

partners and therefore that the repeated delays with reforms must come to a stop (New Europe 26 

July 2012). Barroso emphasized however that “Greece is a part of the European family and the euro 

area and we intend to keep it that way. All the heads of the states and government of the euro area 

have stated in clearest possible terms that Greece should stay in the euro as long as the 

commitments made are honored” (New Europe 26 July 2012). 

At the same press meeting the new Greek prime minister Samaras said Greece would comply and 

“move ahead to implement structural changes, privatizations and implementation of measures 

agreed in order to reduce deficit” (New Europe 26 July 2012) 

One month later it was Chancellor Merkel’s turn to share an official press conference in Berlin with 

Prime Minister Samaras. Merkel said the conditions for Greece international bail outs remain in 

force. She added that she is “deeply convinced [that Samaras] will make every effort to solve the 

country’s problems. The goal of austerity measures is to help Greece reach ‘the light of the tunnel’ 

(Bloomberg 24 August 2012). Samaras and Markel’s united appearance intended to restart relation 

between the two countries and as critic has intensified and political speculations on Greece leaving 
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the euro, even from Markel’s own party comrades, the two expressed a needed stop for this 

“cacophony” (Bloomberg 24 August 2012) 

Samaras visit to Berlin was followed by a visit in Paris the day after to meet the new French president 

Francois Hollande. When Samaras used the opportunity to communicate Greece wishes to extend 

time limits to implement agreed reforms, Hollande took the same standpoint as Merkel. He did it 

however in a hardening no concession-tone compared to 2009 when Greece trouble first became 

public: “It’s now been two and a half years, there’s no more time to be lost” (Bloomberg 25 August 

2012). Hollande added to his harsher tone the solidarity dimension: In the face of ordeals, we must 

show solidarity…I hailed the efforts that the Greek people have committed to painfully the last two 

years” (the Guardian 25 August 2012). 

During autumn 2012 the negotiations between the Troika and the Greek national team were intense 

and along the way of their assessment of the Greek implementation of the adjustment program and 

trying to reach targets in the program, the Troika initiated new proposals not mentioned in original 

agreements. On the Troikas agenda a liberalization of the labor market were urgent matters. German 

finance minister dismisses a third possible bail out for Greece but stressed that Greece would stay in 

the euro zone. “The costs are already very high and therefore we cannot have new program for 

Greece” (BBC News 5 September 2012). 

There were challenges uprising on several fronts for European Union winter 2012-2013. The 7-year 

budget negotiations that had been heavily delayed were finally adopted in February 2013. The 

austerity measures had struck Europe severely and due to constrain on the credit markets the 

absence of growth was significant in most countries. Protests and strikes due to the austerity policies 

were occurring even on the European level. In June 2012 the EU-members had agreed to enable the 

permanent bailout fund support recapitalization of troubled banks. This was an important step for 

countries like Spain who had urged for it for some years. European Council president Van Rompuy 

were however satisfied with the relative financial stability in Europe, but he stressed there were 

much more to do: “After three years of hard work to overcome the crisis we’ve returned to relative 

stability – and this is the precondition for all the rest. But these results are not yet translating into 

stronger growth and more jobs. That’s wat hurts people now. That’s where our focus must be” (the 

Guardian 14 March 2013). 

In same speech van Rompuy outlined the plan in four strands: “restoring financial stability – and 

maintaining it; ensuring public finances – structurally sound; fighting unemployment; working for 

long term growth, preparing for future” (the Guardian 14 March 2013). 
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In September 2013 Chancellor Merkel succeeded in the German elections and her position as 

Chancellor was strengthened as the Christ democrats strengthened their position in the ‘bundestag’. 

This was just some months before the upcoming Greece half year presidency of the European Union, 

2014. According to The Guardian, Greek ‘kick-started’ its presidency with declaring that austerity, 

spending cuts and fiscal policy imposed by the agreements with EU could no longer be tolerated. The 

Greece statement was perceived as a clear message towards chancellor Merkel and German policy 

line. “Greece does not want to have any more fiscal conditionality” Greek finance minister expressed. 

(the Guardian 8 January 2014). The political movements in Greece, as in many other European 

countries had become more populist and euro-sceptic, even the forces of neo-Nazis racists were 

growing in Greece, which deputy prime minister Evangelos Venizelos expressed in an initial speech of 

the Greek presidency (the Guardian 8 January 2014). International analysts, economists and financier 

expressed their doubts on the ongoing policies, the US Financier said: “What was meant to be a 

voluntary association of equal states has now been transformed by the euro crisis into a relationship 

between creditor and debtor countries that Is neither voluntary nor equal. Indeed, the euro could 

destroy the EU altogether” (the Guardian 8 January 2014). 

On the EU arena chancellor Merkel seemed to be more and more alone in her opinions on euro crisis 

management. Merkel failed to push for further structural reforms on the economies of the Eurozone 

in an EU summit in Brussels Christmas 2013 on which she expressed her disappointment with 

intensified reluctance of Eurozone leadership: “Sooner or later the currency will explode without the 

necessary cohesion. If everyone behaves as they could under communism, then we are lost” (I the 

Guardian 8 January 2014). 

The growing EU-skepticism became painfully clear for EU leadership in the EU-parliament elections in 

May 2014 when especially the right-wing parties strengthened their positions. In austerity countries 

in southern Europe the left-wing EU sceptic parties grew strong. 

The Samaras lead Greek government declared to seek a confident vote in October 2014, the criticism 

and disappointment with management of Greek adjustments outlined in the EU imposed program, 

continued to be strong and the political pro-bail out coalition had become weaker since one party 

had left it. The Troikas assessment and proposals were heavily criticized and analysts believed 

Samaras government needed support but also time to go ahead with unpopular reforms by the end 

of the year. Leader of the main oppositional anti-bail out party Syriza, Alexis Tsipras, commented the 

planned reforms with: “[this will only lead the country] further down the road of destruction” (the 

Guardian 6 October 2014). 
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At Greek national elections in January 2015 Syriza won a ‘stunning’ victory according to The 

Guardian, with 36% of the votes, 7 per cent units ahead of Samaras New Democracy. The anti-

austerity message had shown to be mature for Greek voters. Alexis Tsipras in a first speech on 

election night said: “The Greek people have given a clear strong and undisputable mandate. Greece 

has turned page. Greece is leaving behind destructive austerity, fear and authoritarianism. It is 

leaving behind five years of humiliation and pain”. (the Guardian 26 January 2015). 

The reactions from EU-leaders were slight cautious, Merkel had just a week before the Greek 

election declared that Greece must take responsibility for its debt, during a speech at Davos 

Economic Forum, on the coming election in Greece she stated: “What happens after election we will 

discuss then”. (the Guardian 22 January 2015) Notably Merkel awaited with reactions on Syrizas anti-

bail out win, but other EU-leaders were not as modest: President of the European Parliament Martin 

Schultz commented: “The rest of Europe cannot finance Tsipras pledges” and Jyrki Katainen vice 

president of European Commission stated: “We don’t change policies depending on elections” (the 

Guardian 3 February 2015). 

In end of March Chancellor Merkel and Prime Minister Tsipras meets in Berlin and in a first time joint 

press conference. The outcome of the meeting is not communicated publicly. Merkel maintain her 

position to help Greece: “We want Greece to be strong economically, we want Greece to grow and 

above all we want Greece to overcome its high unemployment” (the Guardian 23 March 2015). At 

the press conference Merkel dismisses any suggestion on renegotiation of the adjustment programs 

which she leaves to the Euro group to decide whether the reform plan of Greek government is good 

enough. A week before Greek government has written a letter to Merkel describing Greece inability 

to service its debt obligations: “Given that Greece has no access to money markets, and also in view 

of the ‘spikes’ in our debt repayment obligations during spring and summer…it ought to be clear that 

ECB’s special restrictions when combined with disbursement delays would make it impossible for any 

government to service its debts”. The letter criticized ECB for its restricting policies towards Greek 

banks that were prohibited to hold short-term government debt (Financial Times 22March 2015). 

Greek financial situation was still deeply vulnerable, despite two rescue packages and halving of 

debts, Greece government needed another rescue package in order to pay the old debts which 

would expire during summer 2015. In mid-July 2015 Prime Minister Tsipras did a surprising U-turn on 

his party’s non-negotiable position toward bail out agreements with the EU. Tsipras admitted: “I am 

fully assuming my responsibilities, for mistakes and oversights, and for the responsibility of signing a 

text that I do not believe in, but that I am obliged to implement” (the Guardian 15 July 2015).  
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Germany had acted very meticulous throughout the bail out negotiations and emphasized the 

content and quality of the agreement before deadlines for deliverance of it (the Guardian 10 August 

2015). 

Summary of third bail-out – scrutinizing integration 

The continuation of austerity measures in Greece has been accompanied by corresponding measures 

in many EU countries; some of them enforced to it when using the rescue funds, others through 

damped economic activity within the union due to widespread cut-downs and squeezed credit 

market. First year after EU coming to rescue Greece, the leadership of EU and in the dominant 

countries, Germany and France was convinced advocates of harsh bail-out standards. The ESM was 

constructed to permanently replace the first rescue fund EFSF in 2012, and entailed tough conditions 

for lenders. The EU have at this point had the chance to collectively analyze and negotiate on 

possible solutions, but pressure were still critical on the effected countries, and hence the entire 

monetary zone. In parallel to rescue funds, the EU decided for several reforms to enhance 

compliance among members to stricter budget discipline, improved surveillance system and 

penalties for failing members, besides control mechanism on banks. These reforms manifested the 

EMU-system as such. Greece protests that grew stronger each year was contradictory accompanied 

by an even stronger will to stay inside the EMU. Despite the “private debt hair cut” attached to the 

second rescue package 2012, Greece sovereign debt continued to rise. The political landscape took a 

drastic turn in 2014 and 2015, as Euro-sceptics from left and right started to dominate the public 

debate in Greece and elsewhere. From first to third bail-out, EU Commission and various heads of 

states have successively changed argumentation, not least France, now talking about growth reforms 

and public spending instead of austerity. The institutional settings of the Euro crisis management 

were however fixed and countries once trapped in the rescue funding structure had hard time to 

reach net-spending at all. Germany’s chancellor Angela Merkel still holding on to her initial position 

and German core interests, despite hard political pressure, both domestic, within the EU and 

internationally, seemed to be rather alone in her opinion on how to best manage the crisis. The 

media coverage of the Greek crisis successively shifted the description of the situation in to a tug of 

war manly between Greece Tsipras and Germany’s Merkel. 

During the years between first and third bail-out, Germany had however had its way with the 

improvements of the EMU and had succeeded in keeping the ECB mandate restricted. But as has 

been shown by Hennessy (2013), Germany initially lost some fights on their core interests – 

constructing preparative capability in EU and the level of rescue funding from members. Even if many 
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political voices in Europe now talked about stimulus economic policies, the actual tools for that were 

very limited.  

Conclusions 

This study has used the foundation of two grand theories of European integration in order to test 

validity of two modern theoretical approaches explaining tenacious Greek austerities in the Euro 

crisis; critical political economy and power-based institutionalism. The empirical data consisted of 

media messages from political EU-leaders since the outbreak of the crisis until the third rescue 

package August 2015. The results, perceived in hermeneutic understanding of the events, talks in 

favor of a NF-inspired critical political economy-explanation. 

Comparing the two broader theoretical features of this study we find academic scholars advocating 

the relevance of each when explaining euro crisis management and ensuing Greek austerities. 

However there are reservations to be made on the theories scrutinizing longitudinal processes such 

as the Euro crisis; three implications come in to forefront in this study – First; viewing political 

reforms that pulls subsequent integration decisions along, talking critical political economy, must be 

criticized for Qoud erat demonstrandum, it is hard, not to say impossible to proof the opposite unless 

decisions on winding down previous integration structures has been executed. Second; states do not 

solely push integration forward in pure processes without external influencing forces, these forces 

are extraordinary during the Euro crisis and subsequently risks becoming underestimated and not 

sufficiently elaborated, especially not in an institutionalist power-based approach. Third; deciding 

push or pull explanation in integration is a matter of interpretation of situations and processes which 

often lacks clarity. 

Nevertheless, this longitudinal study reveals a “communicative flow” throughout the crisis when it 

comes to messages and actions of political leaders of the EU. This communicative flow, i.e. the story 

line of EU reactions provides solid ground for theoretical interpretations and conclusions. 

------------------------------ 

And from this; the EU-management of the sovereign debt crisis in Greece should be interpreted as a 

part of a comprehensive crisis management aimed to prevent speculation from financial market 

agents threat the rest of the Eurozone. Greece, that was not too big to fail not even close to it, 

became a bastion in this management, although peripheral, that needed to be protected regardless. 

Thus the famous Merkel quotation, “If the Euro falls, the EU will fall” meant to eliminate every doubt 
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that presumed that the financial contagion successively would find its way in to the Eurozone and 

even threat the economic sound countries at the core of the EU.  

At the very same G20-meeting in Cannes where prime minister of Greece Papandreous were forced, 

especially by Sarkozy to put his planned referendum on the adjustment program in the trash bin –

director Lagarde announced IMF:s request to intervene in Italian financial management providing an 

immediate rescue package on bilateral premises. Italy, was the real issue, not Greece, Portugal nor 

Ireland who all had received rescue funding’s at that time. Italy was too big to fail and this draw the 

attention from the EU, IMF and the rest of the world’s leading economies. 

So, Greek adjustment programs was just a consequence of the fact that Euro countries were forced 

in to sovereign lending business, which they had no experience of, no mandate for and lack of 

competence to conduct. IMF was the initial and natural ‘authority’ in that regard and IMF as we have 

seen had its own incentives in expanding lending markets and therefore wanted to join the crisis 

management in Europe. This solution locked, so to speak, the rescue-structures in to the formation 

they still have. 

The IMF, on the contrary to the EU, has their core business in sovereign debt management and is 

deeply experienced in outlining structural reforms in financial troubled countries. Outside the theme 

of this paper it should be mentioned that the history of IMF also holds severe critique on its 

recommendations and interventions. The first adjustment program for Greece was in the important 

parts designed by IMF and shows great similarities with previous interventions from the IMF. 

Then, when Greece prime ministers in various shapes, turn to Germany, France and Brussels in order 

to reach easement of the austerity measures they have directed their policy inquiries in slightly 

wrong direction – the key-leaders of the EU is not the designer nor the tailor of the austerity 

measures, solely the client. These conditions have obviously changed over time and EU has 

successively acquired institutional authority and competence to handle upcoming sovereign defaults 

among Euro countries in future. That does however not change the present situation, IMF has 

invested or lent, depending on how one look upon it, several billions of Euro and will undoubtedly 

remain inside the arrangement. 

Germany definitely played a central role in the Greek crisis. Greece turned to Germany and France 

initially. Other EU-members media and citizens also directed focus on German response in the first 

round of alarming from troubled Euro countries. Even though Merkel has been consequent in her 

position towards Greece, German politicians has from time to time signaled other opinions, it was for 

instance dividing opinions about including IMF in the crisis management. Germany has as it seems 
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been successful in the maintenance of inflation prevention within the Eurozone. But in other aspects 

Germany has not been as officious; the construction of EU rescue funding is not German preferences 

even though they are the largest contributor. But Germany has not been able to steer the 

development of the euro crisis just from its own premises, rather they have to stick with formal 

governance rules. Compared to US position in the IMF that Stone has investigated, Germany is not a 

solitary hegemon of the EU, France and the EU institutions in Brussels balances and Frankfurt 

German position as have been revealed in the empirical enlightenment in this study. EU ought, on 

top of that to be more transparent then the IMF which makes it harder for power-states to have their 

will easily. Throughout the years of the crisis voices have been raised advocating growth reforms for 

Greece, like the rest of Europe. These ‘signs’ have of course come from political leaders in austerity 

pressured countries but also from actors such as French prime minister Hollande and previous 

president of European Commission, Barroso. The new financial restrictions for European countries 

make it however harder to adopt expansionary budget policies in member countries. Germany, thou, 

still holds on to the low-inflation-strict-budget-discipline. 

OK then, Germany’s position towards Greek crisis, can just partly, but not properly, be explained with 

power-based institutionalism. What about the critical political theory diagnosing an ‘ordo-liberal’ 

iron-cage? As this approach highlights virtually all reforms in the crisis management enables the 

market ambitions embedded in the initial reforms; single market promotes increased flows of 

financial instruments, common currency enables trade between countries on one hand, and 

strengthened banking and fiscal surveillance from supranational institutions on the other hand, it 

indicates that the long-term target for the EMU and the European integration is fairly ‘ordo-liberal’ in 

its form, and importantly, so is also the austerity measures imposed in the adjustment programs in 

Greece reinforcing market efficient reforms and deregulation of various sectors in Greek economy 

and society. 

As Haas formulated it back in the 1950:s: “Measures undertaken in in the integrated sector must 

tend toward the perfection of that sector but not hinder the realization of a general free market 

later. Measures in the integrated sector must also be made to harmonize with national policies yet 

not subject to central rules” (Haas 1968:285).  

Hence, if someone should be answering to the harsh policies imposed in Greece it is not German 

leaders but Germanic ordo-liberal ideas of market-efficiency, carried by leading political institutions 

articulating financial policies of Europe. 

An interesting circumstance is that the public opinion in Greece and in many other Euro countries 

seems to strongly favor an EMU membership before a national currency. One could find several 
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explanations for that, one strong group of explanations is the incalculable costs for a country leaving 

EMU, a second not as strong group of explanations is that the institutional settings of EMU has not 

been arranged for exits and thus there are no legal way to escape the common currency even though 

no country can force another to remain inside, a third but fading reason is the general European 

integration belief mainly advocated by the political leadership of the EU, even in response to the 

crisis. This has been a mutual belief of government in both Greece and Germany and elsewhere. So 

far, might be added. But as Ryner states, the anti-euro opinions grows in public in the aftermaths of 

the crisis and nationalist and populist parties has strengthens their positions in national parliaments. 

Greece remains in severe economic troubles and is in spring 2016 negotiating for a fourth round of 

bail-out. From this point of view the economic integration process of the EMU could merely be seen 

as an assimilation process where Greece is put under pressure and has to adjust to the greater 

economic regime of Europe in order to survive financially. The theories used in this study have 

provided useful tools to comprehend the dynamics of this integration/assimilation process. With 

emphasis on German tradeoffs compared with the ideological regime of the crisis management and 

how it aligns with the EMU structure. Coming research of future EMU might reveal if the current Euro 

crisis was a turning point or not of European integration. Scientific research on international 

integration, that so far mainly have studied IOs in general or powerful states in particular ought to 

pay more attention on failing states, how to best manage them and examine capacities and limits of 

coercive assimilation. From the failing state point of view empirical studies will show tradeoffs in 

troubled states, between political and social costs today and presumptive economical gains of 

tomorrow. 
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Appendix: The European Monetary Union and Greek Crisis  

– basic elements 

The Maastricht Treaty 
The Maastricht Treaty 1992, Article B states that “the European Union shall set itself the objective to 

promote economic and social progress which is balanced and sustainable…through the establishment 

of economic and monetary union, ultimately including a single currency in accordance with 

provisions of the treaty;…” (Treaty on the European Union EU 1992:9). 

Both the Maastricht Treaty and the Lisbon Treaty clarifies the purpose of pure monetary union and 

dismisses any fiscal- or financial transfer-coordination in it. (de Vylder 2012:61). 

Growth and Stability pact 

The pact was delineated by a resolution and two council regulations in July 1997 as a section in the 

Maastricht Treaty. The pact encloses two articles vital for the monetary unions functioning; Article 

125 is the ‘no bail-out clause’ that conditions that no member country can be made responsible for 

another member country’s debts. Article 123 forbids the ECB to buy sovereign bonds or other 

sovereign securities from the Euro countries. On top of that the EMU construction lacks unified rules 

on debtor guarantees (de Vylder2012:60).  

Violation of rules 

The original Treaty of the EMU had few if any specifications on how to handle an upcoming challenge 

such as the present crisis. There was neither an option for a member country to leave the union, of 

their own accord or to be forced out of it by other members if necessary. The growth and stability 

pact added seven years later, just a few years before the startup of the EMU, outlined the rules for 

the member states in the so called Convergence criteria’s regulating the size of budget deficits and 

sovereign debts in each country. These rules were thereafter violated by several countries 

repeatedly, several times during the first ten years, including Germany and France. No punishments 

have ever been issued (de Vylder 2012:59).  

Sovereign debt in Europe 

Among the indebted Eurozone countries, Greece has the highest debt/GDP ratio. In real figures 

terms, Italy’s debt is larger, but so is Italy in total a much larger economy then Greece (Eurostat 

2015:92). Despite all austerity measures in Greece, the total sovereign debt has rather increased 

than decreased. The government fiscal deficit has improved from a yearly figure of -10 % of GDP in 

2011 to -3.5% in 2014. But still the sovereign debt amounts to 177% of GDP 2014 compared to 171% 

in 2011 (2015:92.). 
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Other Eurozone countries that has been forced to use the rescue funding in varied degree, Greece is 

the largest debtor country, followed by Portugal, Ireland and Spain. Despite its considerable debt, 

Italy has still not used the European rescue funding (but receives technical financial support from the 

IMF (IMF 2015). 

European rescue funding 

The ESM was established September 2012 as a response to the financial difficulties revealed in many 

of the Eurozone countries during the aftermath of the debt crisis that erupted in US 2008. The ESM is 

an intergovernmental institution financed by the member states of the Eurozone (ESM 2015b). 

The ESM is a successor of the former Europe Financial Stability Facility established in May 2010, in a 

rather quick manner organized outside the formal structures of the EU legislator system. The EFSF 

was financed through guarantee commitments of the funding member countries, which in their turn 

is able to loan on the international bond market for considerably lower interest rates then indebted 

Eurozone-countries. Until today, Germany and France have contributed with the largest sums to the 

EFSF and ESM (ESM 2015a). 

The Troika surveils the implementation of the SAP:s, gives recommendations and reports 

assessments and results. The Troika has no political mandate (European Commission 2015a). 

Management the Euro crisis 

Beside the rapid construction of European Stability Mechanism (ESM), the EU has taken various 

actions in order to stabilize the financial situation, increase control of states and financial institutions 

and in the most explicit form, construct a “fire wall” towards the financial market speculation on 

sovereign debt default. Following list of adopted and proposed reforms is notable (European 

Commission 2015b): 

 “The six-pack in 2011– reforms the Growth and stability pact, including deficit and debt 

rules, and strengthens the supranational control-system of the Euro-countries. 

 The two pack was adopted the same year, 2011, detailed the financial requirements member 

countries must comply to – the second regulation of this pack comes in to force when a 

country use rescue funding. 

 Convergence and competitiveness instrument 2013, to be used by EU to enhance structural 

reforms in troubled countries. 

 Banking Union 2014 – includes stricter and centralized controls of European banks and 

mechanism enabling actions when banking difficulties.  
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 Eurobonds – not adopted, has been intensively debated in the EU and would enable the EU 

to introduce these stability bonds. The concept was first presented by the European 

Commission but divides the member countries in two camps. Sceptics, manly from the north, 

points at the moral hazard of this instrument decreasing fiscal and budget discipline in Euro-

countries (de Vylder 2012:61-62).  

The IMF involvement 

During the first trembling months of the crisis, actors in the rescue-team (the Troika) were not even 

considered, as the situation so fast put the entire currency cooperation under pressure without any 

pre-cautions outlined neither in the Euro statutes nor in the ingress of the crisis eruption. The 

ambiguity was present on highest political level in Europe for example even the German leadership 

had its two-fold opinions on the matter. Whilst Chancellor Merkel was a clear advocate involving the 

IMF, her finance-minister Schäuble wanted to deal with the upcoming situation inside the EU-family 

(Der Spiegel 22 March 2010). 

Since the onset of the Euro crisis and debt troubled euro countries, the International Monetary Fund 

has been involved in the crisis management. The first EU countries to receive financial support from 

the IMF were Hungary (2008) and Latvia (2009). Greece was the first large financial rescue package 

and likewise the start of joint ventures with the European Union in crisis management. The 

explanations including IMF in the management ins to found both in the EU-institutions lack of 

experience in sovereign debt management and decreased credibility to enforce the 

regulations/convergence criteria’s in the Growth and stability pact on one hand. On the other hand 

the IMF possibly had/has own ambitions strengthening its position as a global financial authority, but 

was also pressured by the US to intervene to prevent a global contagion (Seitz and Jost 2012:11). 

The IMF has contributed with approximately one third of the rescue funding until today (Seitz and 

Jost 2012:3). 

Greece three round of bailouts 

In July 2015 Greece received a third financial rescue package or bail out loans from ESM, the 

European Stability Mechanism. The bail out amounted to approximately 86 billion Euro, which can be 

added to the two previous bail outs in 2010 and 2012 (total of approximately 145 billion Euro), 

Greece has received over 235 billion Euro in rescue funding from the Eurozone exclusively (ESM 

2015b).  

The three bail outs are agreed in contracts (MoU:s) between Greece, the EU, the ECB and the IMF 

(the Troika). The MoU:s in turn contains the Structural adjustments plans (SAP): time schemes, 
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assessment and other regulative details (European Commission 2015a). The SAP outlines 

comprehensive conditions and specified requires Greece is to obey fulfil to be eligible for financial 

support. The implementation is monitored by the Troika posted in Greece, Athens. Among many 

other things Greece has been required to impose cut downs in public welfare and social insurance 

systems, raising retirement ages, lowering salaries for employed in public sector, privatizing 

government assets and merging local governments (European Commission 2015a). Beyond these 

measures, the second bail out in 2012, also entailed a debt relief accord up to 50 per cent of Greece 

sovereign debt to private creditors. This was politically imposed by EU and IMF in order to help 

Greece to cope with their enormous sovereign debt (European Commission and Hellenic Republic 

2012). 

 


